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A demand controlled air ductwork shuld be so dimensioned that 
the flow controllers have good flaw and acoustical operation 
mnditims. Fran the air flows in a man and its highest permis- 
sible sound level, the highest differential pressures allclwdble 
to the air flaw controllers (duct air flaw controllers and 
terminal devices) are selected. The required minimum differen- 
tial pressure is 50-100 Pa or a higher differential pressure 
de- acmding to the outdoor temperature (-20°C), the 
height of the building and the air conditioning system required 
to control the thermal disturb* forces. Erom these differen- 
tial pressures and the preadjustability of the air flaws are 
dehmined the average pressure level of the duckwork and the 
highest permissible pressure losses of the air ducts, Wch at 
mst may be about half the average pressure level. Also deter- 
mined an the basis of the pressure level of the ductwork are 
the air tightness nqwhments in order to have control wer 
the leakage noise. Suitable duct sizes have been ready-calcu- 
lated. The pressure losses of the ducts are simply estimated 
fran the pressure losses fran local losses (bends and brancbs). 
Friction losses in the ducts are disregarded. 

The dimensioning of the ducts should be adapted to the sbrdards 
of the equipnent t-1- (flaw, acoustics, air tightness) 
that is available. The reoamnended total pressure loss (ducts 
and air flaw controllers) of a demand controlled ductwork 
should be a maximum of around 200-300 Pa excludirag the pressure 
loss of the central unit. 

The mst important requirements in future techniques of con- 
trolling the indoor climates of buildings where human beings 
are mncemed will be a steady, locally (by the roan) controlla- 
ble ideal temperature and quiet ventilation free of draughts, 
which will be controllable according to need. 

In the air conditioning system of the future, air flows and 
thermal paver will be controllable, in time and in place, in 
line with people's needs. To facilitate this, calculatims and 
workirag experiments have been made fran flaw and acoustical 
simulatims cm air duct systems, and performances required of 
the equipnent have been defined. This has been done in order to 
produce new principles of dimensioning air ducts, and simple 
me- of doing so. 



2. PROBLEMS WITH PRESENT PRACTICE 

2.1 Methods of dimensioning air ducts 

Air ducts are usually dimensiond on the basis of pressure loss 
calculation for the air flaw routes, or on the basis of old 
"empirical" duct velocities. Such traditional methods of dimen- 
sioning result in excessive velocities and pressure losses in 
air ducts, or in air ducts that are difficult to adjust and 
balance and that are acoustically uncontrolled, or in architec- 
tonically ugly air ducts often varying in diarneter and subject 
to leakage. The dimensioning of the ducts skvxlld be adapted to 
the standards of the equipmt techmlogy that is available. 

2.2 Adjustbq, balancing and noise control 

The higher the pressure loss of the ducts, the higher will be 
the differential pressures under which the air flaw controllers 
(duct air flaw controllers and terminal devices) have to func- 
tion to balance the air flaws, i.e. the pressures. The higher 
the differential pressures under which the air flaw controllers 
have to function, the mre difficult (or even impossible) and 
expensive will be the control of flaws, and of noise levels in 
particular. 

The problems and acoustical nuisance in adjusting and balancing 
present air ducts are chiefly due to the high pressure losses 
caused by excessive duct velocities. Consequences include the 
great throttling -ts on the dampers in branch ducts 
that cannot always be met even with dampers /5/, which produces 
ducts that are uncontrollable in terms of flaw and acoustics. 
Air ducts intended for variable air flaws cannot function as 
the air flaw oontrollers, awing to high pressure losses at the 
beginning and/or end of the ductwork, may find it beyond their 
range of operation. This implies an obvious design fault, as the 
dimensioning of such ducts has not taken the technical Level 
of the equi-t into account. The high differential pressures 
cause the pressure in the ducts to beoane unreasonably high. 
The result will be noise arising from increased leakage and 
also great aesthetic nuisance at the places where the leaks 
occur, greater cleaning needs and an increase in the fan energy 
requirements. Because of the leakages, the pressure variations 
in the building may becane uncontrollable, which is likely to 
cause disturbances in the form of draughts and condensation, 
and t;he spreading of bad odours and impurities. 

The air flaws, the pressures and the sound levels in the air 
duct system cannot be controlled unless the system is suffi- 
ciently airtight. 



3. NEW PRINCIPLES OF DESIC3IIlG AND DIMENSIONING 

The ventilating, heating and oooling of builc3iqp and 
the various pmmises they contain, and the quality of the air 
a m  ths s t a r t i q  points for dimensioning ths a i r  flows and 
themby the a i r  -. In actual practice the flnxkians of 
the various premises in a building are often subject to alm- 
tion, even a t  the time when it is be iq  designed and 
built. ~ tk?bu i ld i r l ghasbeenpu t inLouse ,  thepurposes, 
loads and required quality levels of its Various spaces may be 
subject to alm& ooanstant change. 

The traditional determination of eccmunical duct  sizes and 
pressure losses has usually been based only on a canparism of 
capital costs for the ductwork and aperating casts of the 
fans. But overall eamany M d  be based on a far mre exten- 
sive examination of the entire building, and in particular on 
theusetowhichi t isbeingput .  

The examination should cover the effects of the dimensioning 
of the ducts cm the quality of the in&m climate pmduced by 
the air mditioniq system and thus on huntan satisfacticm; 
its effects on mrkbg efficiency, on tk? performance figures 
for energy and especially mtrol tdxmlogy, on ease of flow 
and acoustic adjusting, and on alterations to ducts and struc- 
turespran@edbychaqesinuse, andalsoonthecx3stsof re- 
adjusting. 

The method of dimensioning and designing the ductwork should 
be one i n  which errors in design or inplementation do not essen- 
t ially impair the flaw or the &ics of the system. The 
flow balance i n  the duct system should not be sensitive to 
changes i n  the flow of individual cunpnents. Good operating 
conditions should be created for flaw controllers ttrraugh the 
dimensioning of the ductwork. 

4. TARGEX' FEATURES OF AIR WClWORK 

Table 1 shaws the target features for an air ductwork, am- 
trolled - to demands, which should be the basis of the 
dimensioning. 

A dimensioning of the ducts that w i l l  implement these target 
features would even madays provide the opportunity for an 
wonmica1 implementation of a i r  conditioning w i t h  variable 
air flows, which means one that can be controlled in texms of 
time and place. This is actually what the new Finnish regula- 
tions and guidelines /7/ a i m  at. 



Table 1. Target features of demand controlled air ductwork. 

* significant perform.mce in Energy and control t-logy 
* Functioning w i t h  variable air flows, i.e. allowing load 

variations 
* Stable air flows 
* Acoustically controlled 
* Airtight 
* Simple to design 
* Self-adjusting or easy to preadjust 
* Easy to use (operating status easily to check) 
* Architecbnically attractive 

5. 00NlROL OF DUCT PRESSURES AND NOISE LEVELS 

The air flows in the duct sys tem balance at a level at which 
the total pressure loss of each air route from the fan to the 
r o a n  is equal. For the air flows to remain up to design in all 
flaw conditions, ductwork should be designed to remain as 
synmetrical as possible in terms of pressure loss under variable 
air flows. 

The air flow controllers should have sufficient autbrity for 
adjustment, meaning the differential pressure relative to the 
total pressure loss of the ductwork. 

The air flows of the system cannot be controlled unless the 
pressures in the system are controlled. In the designing of 
the system there should be a shift frcm an examination of air 
flows alone, mainly to the controlling of air flows and of 
mise levels through duct pressures. By controlling air flows 
through duct pressures, also noise levels can be easily con- 
trolled with existing equipnent. 

6. DIMENSIONING OF AIR DUCIWORK 

6,1 Principle of overall dimensioning 

Pressure loss and the mise generation of various duct sizes 
and duct caponents have been examined by means of flaw and 
acoustical calculation mdels /3/ of the duct system. If the 
transmission of sound frcm the duct into the room through the 
tenninal devices and especially though the duct wall is also 
taken into account, the highest permissible duct velocities 
will be found, as will the greatest permissible sound power 
levels of the duct on the basis of the highest permissible 



noise level for the room. If account is taken, mamover, of 
the pressure losses necessary to accanplish adequate stability 
and control of air flaws and to control the noise by leakage 
of the ductwork, it will be possible generally to select recun- 
xwaded duct sizes. 

6.2 Noise attenuation requirement of air ductwork 

The highest permissible sound power level of the fan and the 
air flw cantrollers in the dtuctwork must be held dawn to the 
highest permissible sound level for the room according to the 
recarmended values in Table 2. 

Table 2. Maximum recomnended sound power level in duct, dB. 

The difference between the sound power level of the fan and 
the air flw controller (positions of adjustment agree to 
design pressure level and air flw) and the maxinarm mcmmmkd 
sound p e r  level of the duct, by octave band, determines the 
sound attenuation requirement. In addition to the primary 
silencer of the fan, secmdary silencers for the air flow 
controllers and to avoid "cross-talk" be- roans must be 
opted for when necessary. Further sound attenuation will not be 
necessary. 

Flaw 
CO~- 
troller 

Attenu- 
ated on 
side of 
terminal 
device 

Unatten- 
uated 

6.3 Pressure level in air ductwork 

Frcm the air flaws in the room and the highest permissible 
sound level, the "highest allwable differential pressures to 
the air flw controllers can be selected. The lwest differen- 
tial pressure required is 50-100 Pa or the higher differential 
pressure required to control thermal disturbing forces /2/ 
w h i c h  is determined according to the outihr temperature 

Sound level in 
~OUII, dB(A), 
10 ll? -sab 

25 
30 
35 

25 
30 
35 

Octave band centre frequency, Hz 
63 

60 
65 
70 

57 
62 
67 

125 

51 
56 
61 

47 
52 
57 

250 

45 
50 
55 

37 
42 
47 

500 

40 
45 
50 

29 
34 
39 

1000 

38 
43 
48 

25 
30 
35 

2000 

38 
43 
48 

22 
27 
32 

4000 

41 
46 
51 

21 
26 
31 

8000 

44 
49 
54 

21 
26 
31 



(-20°C), the height of the building and the air cmditim 
system. Fnm the peadjustment of these differential pesmms 
and air flows, the average pressure level for the ducbmk and 
the highest pezmissible pressure losses for the air ducts can 
be determind, which sbcruld not exceed about half the average 
pressure level, Table 3. 

Table 3. ~ t e ~ ~ p r e s s u r e l e v e l o f ~  
of pmadjusted a i r  flaws. 

The pressure level of a variable a i r  flow rate 
controller (maintaining a cmstant a i r  flow rate &en the pres- 
sure differential bebeen high and lw pressme sides varies) 
is the average of the highest and the l o w e s t  pressum differen- 
tials that are acoustically permissible. The pressure level of 
an ordinary damper ( a i r  flow rate controller, which change the 
a i r  f l w  rate by modifying the r e s i m ) ,  is the s a m ~  as its 
differential pressure w i t h  a design a i r  flow and position of 
adjustment. 

Inaccuracy of pire- 
adjusted a i r  flaws, % 

10 
20-30 

An upper l i m i t  for the pressme level of an a i r  flow controller 
is usually impsed by its own noise generatio81 or by the leakage 
noise of the ducbmdc and highest permissible sound level of 
the nxm, Figure 1. On the basis of the pressure level and the 
selected positions of adjustment, the a i r  flaws w i l l  balance 
by ~1~ w i t h  ordinary dampers, as in Figure 1. When 
variable air f l w  rate controllers are used, the inaccuracies 
of air flows are also often of the order of magnitude of Table 
3. 

PRESSWE LEVEL 
of a i r  f l w  controllers 

5 * (pressme loss of ducts) 
2 * (p;ressure loss of ducts) 

Erom the pressme level of the ducAwadc, the air tightness 
req&mmmts of the air cludxmk are also waked out, to allw 
for control of leakage noise. Figure 2 /6/ shows an estimate 
based on field -ts /4/ and calculations /3/ of the 
sound pawer level generated by a flow of leaking air accmdiq 
to various air tightness classes. The a i r  ducts should meet 
the -ts of a i r  tightness class C /7/, Figure 3, i f  the 
flaws of leaking a i r  are not t~ cause an masonable noise 
nuisance. 



Variable 

Figure 1. Air flaws are detmxrdmd on the basis of the posi- 
tions of adjustment of various types of air flaw 
controllers and on that of the selected pressure 
level, The sound level of tihe roan is controlled 
when working below the maxinarm sound 
power level. 

Duct pressure 

Figure 2. The estimated sound pawer level caused by air leakage 
in air ductwork system in various air tightness 
classes. 



Air tightness class -, 

Test pressure 

Figure 3. Air tightness classes for air ducts and central 
units according to Finnish regulations and guide- 
lines. 

Air tightness class A: 
Visible ducts in a ventilated space. 
Pressure difference relative to indoor air < 150 Pa. 

Air tightness class B: 
Ducts outside the ventilated space. 
Ducts separated frcm ventilated space by means of covering 
panels. 
Ducts in the ventilated space, pressure diffefence relative 
to indoor air > 150 Pa. 

Air tightness class C: 
Shall be applied as considered case by case: 

- Ducts in high pressure systems. 
- When duct leaks may pmduce pmmunced adverse 
effects on the ventilation system operatim, W1dir-g 
air pressure conditions, indoor air quality or sound 
level. 

Air tightness class K: 
Enclosed air conditioners. 
Equipnent rooms and chambers for fans and other assemblies. 



6.4 Choice of duct dimensions 

The duct dimensions are selected accordhg to highest air flaw 
in the duct, f m  Figure 4. In branch ducts the maximum air 
flaw is the same as the maxinarm air flaw designed for the 
terminal devices. In the main ducts the maximum air flaw need 
not always be equal to the sum of the maximum air flaws of the 
individual mans, but may be less. The dimension of the main 
duct is selected, where possible, on the basis of the sum air 
flaw of the maximum air flaws of the individual mans  or snaller 
than that by at most one duct size. 

The demand cuntrolled ductwork will work the better, the lower 
the dud velocities and the better the tightness of the ducts. 
In the limit- case of the maximum recarmended duct velocity, 
it is always worth choof;ing the next larger duct size according 
to Finnish standard SF'S 3282 /I/. Table 4 shrJws the favowable 
effects of suCh a &mice as an a-te rule of thunib, 

Table 4. Favourable effects of the &ice of the next bigger 
duct size (Finnish standard SFS 3282 /I/). 

6.5 Estimation of pressure losses of ducts 

Quantity 

Duct velocity 

Pressure loss 

Sound p e r  level 

Leakage sound 
pawer level 

L 

Select duct velocities frun Figure 4 on the basis of the highest 
permissible sound level for the room and the adjustability of 
the ductwork. A quick estimate of the pressure losses of the 
ducts can be made by counting the rurmbers of bends arad branches. 
The average single local loss coefficient of the branches and 
bends is estimated as 5 = 1. On the basis of the duct velocity, 

Effects of 
duct size 

v 

A P 

L~ 

L w ~  

Effects of next 
bigger duct size 

v 
=- 

2 

*P 
%- 

3 

= Lw - 7 dB 

= Lw, - 8...-20 dB 



Figure 4 indicates the magnitude of the single local loss. The 
sum of the single local losses thus calculated is regarded as 
the total pressure loss of the ducts. Ths friction pnressure 
losses of the ducts are disregarded in  dimemiming ducts. 

Duct dimension. mm 

Figure 4. -tion for dimensiming of air ducts, 

Adjusting and balancing of air ductwork 

20 

The traditional adjusting and balancing of an air du- 
w h i c h  has been dimensioned overall is not required. A simple 
preadjusting and balancing can be made as indicated in Figure 
5. 
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Checkiq of the preadjusting and balancing of a ductwork per- 
formed as simply as this will ensure that each m a n  will get 
the air flows designed for it at the desired sound levels. If 
this cbes not occur, the ductwork is leaking too much or the 
pressures in the ductwork are not under control due to sane 
other fault of implementatian; or perfcmnance data supplied by 
the manufacturer for his @pent (air flaw controllers and 
tenninal devices, silencers, fans, etc.) is not valid, i.e. 
the quality level of the @pent does not accord with the 
stated values. 
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sm THE  ITI IONS OF ADJUS- 
00RRFSKJNDIPIG m DESIGN PRESSURE 
LEVELANDAIRmxrwONAIRFLOW 
alNI'RoLLERS AND/OR TExwnm D m =  

v 

START UP CENTRAI; UNIT E? 
MEASURE AND ADJUST AND RECTIFY 
THE PRESSURE LEVEL AND AIR FLOW 
OF MAIN DUCT BY USING F I m  GIUK;ES 
FOR AIR mX3W AND PRESSURE LEVEL 

" 

MEASURE PRESSURE LEVELS OF DUCT 
SYSTEM FRCM TEXMIMU; DEVICES OR 
BRANCH DUCTS. I F  THE RESULTS DIVEXE 
FRa'4 THE DESIGN PRESSURE LEVEL BY 
MORE OR LESS THAN 25 PER CENT, 
a- THE CP;USE OF THE DI- 

v 

MARK THE FOSITIONS OF ADJUSTMENT OR 
VALUES CORRESPONDING TO PRESSURE 
LEVEL AND DIMENSIONED AIR FLOWS ON 
THE PRESSURE LEVEL AND AIR mxrw 
OONTROLLERS 

Figure 5, C h e c M q  of the result of preadjusting and balancing 
of air ductwork dimensioned. in an overall manner. 

A demand controlled ductwork shrxlld remain as symetric as 
possible in terms of pressure losses in all variable flaw 
conditions. The flaw controllers should -fore have suffi- 
cient authority available for control, i.e. differential pres- 
sure relative to total pressure loss of the ductwork. Good 
flaw and acoustical operating clcnzditions should be created for 
the duct air flaw controllers and terminal devices by means of 



the dimensioning of the ductwork. The noise of the fans must be 
attenuated by means of primary silencers, to ccmply with the 
highest ~ s s i b l e  sound power level of the duct. 

The standard of available technology determines the greatest 
permissible pressure losses in air ducts. Without silencers 
the present good duct air flaw controllers and terminal devices 
can operate w i t h  pressure losses of at most 100-150 Pa, and 
the pressure losses of the ducts cauld thus be at most 50-75 
Pa. The pressure losses of the flaw controllers, attenuated 
with secondary silencers on the side of terminal device, could 
be at most: 150-250 Pa, whereby the pressure losses of the 
ducts could then be at mxt 75-125 Pa. 

hlhen use is made solely of effective primary attenuation of 
the fan, the total pressure loss of the air ductwork should be 
a maximum of around 200 Pa. If use is made of flaw controllers 
attenuated with secondary silencers on the side of the terminal 
devices, the total pressure loss of the air ductwork should be 
at most some 300 Pa. The air ductwork shcruld meet the require- 
ments of air tightness class C of the National Building Code 
of Finland /7/ if leakages are not to cause noise nuisance. 

Supply and exhaust air fans of demand controlled ductwork 
should also be under control, for the flaw controllers of the 
branch ducts cannot be used to change air flaws in the central 
unit without causizhg a noise nuisance. The supply and exhaust 
air flaws should be in control of each other so that the pres- 
sure relations of the building remain as desired. 

The Author wish to acFnmwledge the support of the Ministry of 
Trade and Industry, Finland (ICIM). 
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